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The Wellsprings of the Middle Years:

ARllpino Perspective

Alexa P. Abrenica
De La Salle University

Many people associate the middle years with negative experiences and
the proverbial mid-life crisis. But the middle years can also be experienced
as a delightful, liberating, exhilarating period. The paper focuses on
these positive aspects ofmidlife. A survey ofmidlifersfound that majority
ofthe respondents described the middle years as challenging, exciting, a
time of great expectation, and fulfillment. The paper summarizes the
various wellsprings of the middle years in the acronym SPACES which
stands for Spiritual life, Physical health, Attitude towards life/aging,
Confidence and creativity, Emotional health, and Social network and
satisfying work. The paper proposes that the difference between people
who seem to experience negative mid-life years and those who experience
positive ones lies in whether they have filled up the SPACES in their
lives.

The middle years are often associated with dissatisfaction (Perlmutter
in Biehl, 1996), fear, discouragement, confusion, frustration, ancll even
disgust. Biehl (1996) likens it to an "emotional blizzard" with many questions
swirlingin the mind, the answers of whichcannotbe readily given. Sheehy
(1976), in her book Passages, raises the same questions: "Am I stuck here
for the rest of my life? Is this all there is to life? What am I working so hard
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for?" Mayer (1978) points to the 40s as turbulent years often equated with
midlife crisis. Lock(1990), in her studyof Japanese women, calls midlife
as the"turning point" togrowing old;theendofbeing of a woman (Abrenica,
1995).
Themiddle years startschronologically at 35 onto 60 or 65. Depending
on who is looking at it, these years can be viewed with much trepidation,
anxiety, and gloom. It is the timewhen physical changes andthe 1911 of the
yearsbecome clearly visible-hair graying, eyesight blurring, hearing slowly
getting impaired, muscular strength waning, hairline receding, reaction time
slowing, reproductive functioning permanently lost, and skin wrinkling.
Thesephysical changes are invariable, inevitable, andnon-negotiable. It is
only thetiming which isgenetically dictated andvaries from person to person.
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It is alsothetime when oneisconfronted face to facewithone'smortality,
thus, poverty of time may be keenly felt. With friends dying and parents
aging, onecanclearlyseethe proverbial "lightat the endof thetunnel." As
a consequence, there is a great sense of urgency to set matters straight, to
accomplish and to resolve unresolved life issues.
The middle years is also a time of greatresponsibility andthe demands
.exacted from'the midlifer' cannot be takenlightly. Responsibility, both
financial and moral, by growing children, responsibility for the well-being
"of the...family, the quality of life of aging parents, and the betterment of
community and society are on the shoulders of the midlifer. He must also
be responsible for his ownself and his self-actualization and fulfillment.
Erickson's description ofthegreatdilemma at midlife-ethe dilemma between
generativity and stagnation-cannot be wrong.
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The.midlifer must also face psychological changes that oftentimes
are not easily understood and therefore may send the midlifer reeling in'
confusion, struggling to make some sense out of the new aspects of the
self that have emerged, asserting to be expressed. According to Gerzon .
(1992), who borrows from the Jungian perspective, issues or aspects of
the self that have not been addressed or ignored in the earlier phase of
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life on accountof numerous concerns surfaceat midlife. Thesedemand
attention. evenemerge with sucha force that leaves the midlifer without
any choice but to respond to it,at times unquestioningly. By virtue of
man's natural tendency for wholeness and integration. these demands
are confronted and allowed to be. I will cite some vignettes to illustrate
the point.

•

Divina is the shy and reticent but devoted wife whose life revolved
around home and hearth. Her home and family are her source of
pride and joy. One day after her 49th birthday. she declared that she
has had enough of it and has taken ballroom dancing seriously; has
hired a personal dance instructor and goes to the Zu regularly. much
to the chagrin of family and friends.
Tony is a similar case. He was. a devoted husband and a father of
four. He was a conscientious employee. comes from a closely knit.
loving. and religious respectable family. He was 43· when he discussed
with his wife the possibility of going to Australia and the advantages
the family can derive from such a .move, Together. they arranged the
travel papers and other requirements. Proper good-byes were said. Ten
yearsto this day. no wordhas been heardfrom him after he left. Hejust
disappeared; he practically evaporated into thin air.
Such changes are not uncommon. Many midlifers undergo such
drastic changes because time is perceived to be running out on them.

..

I painted a rather dismal picture of middle age. butmidlife canalso be
experienced as a delightful. liberating. exhilarating period.
For thispaper. I conducted a survey among 100 conveniently selected
midlifers aged 35-60. Among my respondents were teachers of a private
Catholic school. employees of a multinational company. residents of a
middle-class village inthesouth ofManila, and faculty members ofa Catholic
university. In addition tothesample described. I interviewed 20enthusiastic.
energetic midlifers, both men and women, on what the sources are oftheir
zest for living at this time of theirlife.
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Fromthe survey, I found that majority of the respondents described the
middle years as challenging, exciting, a time of great expectation and
fulfillment. Among the things they like about midlife are:
(1)

beingclearernow about what is truly important in life

(2) having a richer spiritual life and
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(3) having timefor themselves to enjoy friendships, children, and even
grandchildren.
The middle years have much to offer if only one is able to appreciate
and identify its wellsprings. As a result of my study. I found that the
wellsprings ofthemiddleyears, the seemingly inexhaustible supply of energy,
enthusiasm andjoie de vivreamong selected Filipinos are presented hereby
way of the acronym SPACES, to stand for Spiritual life, Physical health,
Attitude towards life/aging, Confidence and creativity, Emotional health,
and Socialnetwork and satisfying work.
Ifwelook aroundus, we can seemidlifers whoseem to be so burdened,
who so keenly feel their bodies wasting away; midlifers who seemto have
been sapped ofenergy, who are old beyond their years. This is on the one
hand. On the otherhand,there are thosewho describe their presentstageas
exhilarating, challenging, fulfilling. They seem to have boundless energy
and enthusiasm and zest for life. What spells the difference between these,
two groups of midlifers described is having filled up the SPACES in their
lives.
'
As we develop and mature, thereare certainaspects in 'ourlivesthat are
neglected due to a variety of reasons among which could be lack of
information, absence of models, lifestyle, beliefsystem, or attitudes. These
neglected aspects create spaces that make us less whole. These spaces, if
not attended to, remain as blanks and weigh us down, affect our sense of
well-being and quality of life. Gerzon (1992) points to a vital lesson one
must learn. He says, "The price we pay for being out of touch with our
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senses is enormous and it is a price we cannot afford to pay in the second
half of our lives."

Spiritual life

•

The respondents overwhelmingly cited spiritual life as a source of
their zest for living. Faith in God who is in control experienced
through a rich prayer life and meditation were responses to the
question on their attribution of their description of their present stage
in life. This finding is consistent with the results of two of my studies
(Abrenica, 1994 and 1995) which looked into the coping strategies
of Filipino women relative to menopause. Both studies showed that
prayers are a formidable armor that can shield one from crisis or
can be employed as a potent coping strategy.
Judette Gallares (in Kalaw-Tirol, 1994) in her reflections of her
experiences saw that
mid-life is a time and an opportunity God offers every person to
reappraise, review and evaluate his or her life so he or she can come
to a greater degree of integration and fulfillment and so that more
realistic expectations may be arrived at for the future.
When one asks, "Ganito na langba ang buhayl" (Is this all there is to
life?) it is a spiritual question for it asks the meaning oflife and the meaning
ofexistence (Gallares in Kalaw-Tirol, 1994). These questions come to the
fore when one enters the second half of life. Gerzon concurs with this by
saying that "the second half of life is a time for spiritual awakening." It is
a time to experience the fullness oflife (Gallares in Kalaw-Tirol, 1994).
Frankl (in Cherniss, 1995) wrote "what man actually needs is not a
tensionless state but rather the striving and struggling for some goal
worthy of him." Man will only be concerned with the quest for
pleasure or power when the will to meaning is blocked. Marks (also
in Cherniss. 1995) stated
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Our energy tendsto become fullyavailable for anything to whichwe
are highly committed, and we often feel more energetic for having
done it. Wetend to find littleenergy for anything to which weare not
highly committed, and doing these things leaves us feeling spent,
drainedand exhausted."
This, according to Franklis oneof thethree sources of meaning: a cause to
whichone commits oneself, the loveof another.person, and beliefin God.
From my ownperspective, I seethat God has a grandplanfor all ofus
humans. He knows whateachof us willgothroughfrominfancy to oldage.
He has given us 40 or so years to prepare for middle age. He knows .that
physical deficits will gradually be made more clearlyseen and felt. So he
has armed us withthe wisdom of the years, potentials and abilities that can
be harnessed to enable us to cope with these developmental hazards and
difficulties so that we can still be of service to Him through others and
ourselves.
Physical health

I interviewed a 77-year-old ladydoctor. She is stillverymuchactivein
her medical practice, going to workand visiting workstations all overthe
Philippines. At her age, she continues to amaze people with her vigor,
stamina, and energy at work. She attributes these to a strong body, no
ailments, and good physical health. What is physical health?' Physical
health does not only mean absence of illness. It also means endurance,
flexibility, vigor, strongimmune system, and, above all, looking good. "It is
a radiant state of innerwell-being" (Walters, 1994).

II

In the survey, both men and women respondents are concerned about
health. The majority of the respondents ticked offthe response option"can
no longertake healthfor granted"as a major concern at midlife. So how
does onemaintain physical health? Oneimportant prescription is physical
activity and diet. The rule of the game is to MOVE and eat correctly.
What we eat and do not eat make an enormous difference in what we are.
Monte (1994) says that ''the right foods can help protectagainst ailments
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suchas heartdisease, cancer, osteoporosis, stroke, gastrointestinal problems,
arthritis. and highblood pressure."
Llewelyn-Jones and Abraham (1992) provide a setof dietaryprinciples
that one can choose to follow in order to havea healthy diet.
1.

Limit amount of fat in the diet by choosing lean meat and grilled
food ratherthan fried andby limiting quantity of cakes andbiscuits.

2.

Reduce the amount of sugar you eat, including hidden "sugars in
cakes, confectionery. soft drinks."

3.

Eat more "complex" carbohydrates, i.e.• more wholegrain bread,
oatmeal. vegetables. and fruits.

4.

Use less salt.

S.

Increase intake of calcium from natural sources suchas milk. eggs,
and vegetables.

Dr.NancyAppleton (1991) warned against using calcium supplements
because they do very littlegoodand they cando a great dealof harm. such
as arthritis.arteriosclerosis, andkidney stones. among others, dueto excess
calcium deposited in soft tissues.
That onecan nothavethe motivation/energy to create. andthings if one
is in poor healthis an understatement. Good physical health is a gift that
one can do without. All it takes is a decision, a commitment to say yes to
life.
Exercise, according to Perry & O'Hanlan (1992) is "truly a magic
portion. It can instill a vitality in yourlifenomedicine canmatch."Exercise
can give more stamina and energy, give you a healthier heart, a help to
minimize hotflashes. stronger bones andjoints. a natural depressant/sedative.
bestdefense againstmid-life spread, smoother and healthier skin,increased
libido, andmore. Walk, run,swim, go bicyling, skiprope. dance. row, skiyour choice, but move.
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Attitude

Midlife is a periodof changeand peoplewill respond to these changes
differently. Therewillbe people whowillbe devastated by the changes and
there Will be otherswho willbe able to take themin stride;take the changes
as challenge rather than an inescapable turmoil, To the latter the middle
years can be an exciting and exhilarating period of accelerated growth,
renewal, and fulfillment.
Callit optimism, positive attitude, or whatever elsewould beappropriate,
but looking at the bright side of things or viewing change as opportunity
works. According to Seligman, there is a growing evidence that. links
pessimism and vulnerability to poor health. In a study of data gathered
from200men, it wasfound that pessimists suffer inthreeways: vulnerability
to depression, achieving less, and poorer health.
Rather than viewmidlife negatively, the middle years can be viewed as
beingblessedwith manyyears oflife whichothersmuchyounger would not
be in a positionto.say they will have: having the enviable position of being
able to see, appreciate the valley below; having more time to enjoy for
oneself after the children havegrown; having more money to spend and do
and enjoythe things one always wanted to do~ and being more relaxedto
really see for the first time what is going on around,
..

,,'

The respondents in my surveyfelt that they now have a clearer idea of
the moreimportantthingsin life. Giventhis, oneneed notthink about aging
and the physical losses that accompany the middle years but rather, what
one can still do for oneselfand others.
.
Creativity

According to Monte (1994) "Creativity can be a big help at any stage
in life; and it seems to have specialbenefits as we get older." He describes
creative people as "more flexible, opento new experiences... independent,
moreappreciative ofbeauty, havebroaderinterests and are moretolerantof
situations that are not clear-cut."
.
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Personal interviews I conducted revealed that expanding one's interests,
exploring latent abilities andtalents,and allowing one's mind to creatively
thinkof solutions to helpotherpeople are reported sources of zestat midlife.
Creativity is something wemaywantto cultivate at midlife andbeyond
to help us enhance our satisfaction in life and find greater meaning in the
life stage we are in.
Personally, I found in my first attempts at art work a new source for
energy, enthusiasm, andvigor. My work maynot countas far as its artistic
merits are concerned, but to me it holds much significance for it mademe
realize that thereis stillso much in myselfthat I can explore, things I never
thought werethere but which can be brought forth into being if onlyI dare.
I'd like to echo Lorna Kalaw-Tirol's citation of Gail Sheehy-that truly.
"midlife is often the beginning of the most creative period in a woman's
and a man's life."
So, I dare the midlifers out thereto take the brush and paintthe visions
long stored in your mind, takethe penandwrite that poem or novel wanting
so longto come to being, write the music that can cap your years, take the
needle and bringthings to life.

Emotional health
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Midlife is known to havenumerous events which can throw one intoa
stateof imbalance like theoft decried midlife crisis, menopause, retirement.
Allthesecan leadto depression. Chic Fortich (in Kalaw-Tirol, 1994) wrote
that she could not accept being a menopausal woman, being old, in her
words, at age39. Shewent into depression, disabled herselffortwomonths,
and blamed God.
The midlife transition can also throw a midlifer in turmoil when he or
she experiences deep psychological changes and come face to face with
Unknown areas of one's personality. Finding that the old ways of doing in
the first half of life are no longer appropriate with the new emerging self
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can be veryconfusing andfrustrating to say theleast. Thephysical changes
just as well can be causefor anxiety, frustration and anger.
Children leaving the coop, spouses, friends getting sick,parents dying;
relationships crumbling canthrowa midlife intoa crisis. Appleton's (1991)
advice is we must learnto let go of "frustrations, resentments and anger."
An angry or depressing thought or holding a judgement against someone
can become toxicto our body.
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Through all these, emotional health; psychological well-being, or
emotional stability can bea balancing force withoutwhich one can lose
control andkeel over. Knowing that wehave ego resources to fallback on
can help us maintain an even keel, a betterhold of ourselves even as we are
buffeted bymidlife storms. Having a confidential relationship withsomeone
whocan help,takingthings in stride, focusing lessonyourselfandmoreon
others will definitely have its rewards,
Social networks

My respondents haveidentified students, friends, andfamily as reasons
whytheyfeelchallenged andmotivated and whytheyfind meaning in their
present stage. Similarly, in my study on coping with menopause as a
developmental transition, Japanese and Filipino women cited
spending' time with friends and family support as very important
means of coping. They drew information from them to help them
understand what they were going through; felt love and caring from
family. Friends, family, mentors, confidents, proteges, people who
meet our emotional needs enable us to maintain a healthy and
balanced relationships (Biehl, 1996). This is especially underscored
by a midlifer who wrote to Dr. Margarita Holmes in Kalaw-Tirol's
book, Coming to Terms (1994). The letter said that "if a wife takes
care of the husband she will find untold treasures and delights."
Gerzon (1992) is of the view that our mate can become a guide to
our soul; and our soul becomes a guide to a relationship with our
.mate.
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Asuncion Maramba (in Kalaw-Tirol, 1994) described beautifully that
among the things that she discovered that has given her security at midlife
and which she advised should neverbe takenfor granted are her husband,
children, friends. her eyesight, and home. She also found that friends are
precious so shehas cultivated newones. renewed oldones, bothindividuals
andgroups. neighborhood friends, andclassmates. She, thus.look to school
homecomings as ritesoffriendships thatwarmtheheart. Roberto Mendoza,
in an interview. citedalso deepening friendships as oneof the hallmarks at
this timeof his life.
FlorinaCastillo summed up herfriendship withNaty Crame Rogers as
a wellspring for relating more intimately withothers. seeking "thehermitage
within," making the moments spentWith others as the oasesof her days.
SaUsfylng work

Second to Godand a richprayerlife, bothmale andfemale respondents
reported worktheyenjoy doing as a sourceofenergy andinspiration. Work
where they find meaning and satisfaction are enough motivations to keep
themgoing.
.
However. theyalsoexpressed concern that theyhavenotadvanced well
enough andthat financial stability is still something that theyhaveto work
for. These are the practical side of the picture. Inasmuch as work is very
much part of our identity. there are societal and personal pressures that
must be borne. Thereare expectations that at midlife, somehow one must
have established oneselfcareer-wise but pressures notwithstanding, the
respondents have identified satisfaction with one's work as an actualizer.
Truly, if work is done not out of self-conceit "but in gratitude for the free
gift oflife... and in gratitude. simply for our God-given power to be useful
to our fellowmen" (Walters, 1994), it can inspire us to go on.
In a studyonprofessional burnout by Chemiss (1995),it wasfound that
meaningful work, work that is intellectually challenging, was one of the
things that keptprofessionals going overa long period of time. Variety. and
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professionalautonomy and support werelikewise notedas reasons whythe
professionals in the study thrived on work, H.L. Neri wrote, "If you like
your work, your desire to do it will be like a.windto propel your ship with
much less fuel. If you like your work, you work no more, for work when
you like it is work no longer but sheer enjoyment."
To sustain this as.a wellspring for well-being, it is recommended that
even as one enjoys one's work and derive pleasure from it, one showed
broaden career options, continue professional and personal development,
pursue on-the-job training because nothing is permanent. Creativeoptions
must be set in place ifsatisfyingwork is to continue to be a source of zest at
rnidlife and beyond.

..

What I have discussed are areas that we can pay attention to if we are
to outsmartthe rnidlife blues.We can continue to nourishand nurture these
aspects and march on to the 50s, 60s, and over the hill with zest and wellbeing.
It is my hope and prayer that listeningto me has stimulated you to map
out the directions you willtake in livingout the middle years. I would like
to endthis paper with a poemby Harry EmersonFosdickon what composes
successful1iving.
~'.
To laugh oftenand much; to win the respectof intelligent peopleand
the affection of children; to earn the betrayal of false friends; to
appreciate beauty, to find the best in others; to leave the world a bit
better, whether by a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeeemed
social condition; to know even one life has breathed easier because
you have lived.
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This paper was presented as the author's Professorial Lecture for the
Gokongwei Distinguished Professorial Chair in Asian Studies, 1996-97.
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